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Abstract
Nonadiabatic effects appear due to avoided crossings or conical intersections (CIs) that are either
intrinsic properties infield-free space or induced by a classical laser field in amolecule. It was
demonstrated that avoided crossings in diatomics can also be created in an optical cavity. Here, the
quantized radiationfieldmixes the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom creating hybridfield-
matter states called polaritons. In the present theoretical studywe go further and create CIs in
diatomics bymeans of a radiationfield in the framework of cavity quantum electrodynamics. By
treating all degrees of freedom, that is the rotational, vibrational, electronic and photonic degrees of
freedomon an equal footingwe can control the nonadiabatic quantum light-induced dynamics by
means of CIs. First, the pronounced difference between the the quantum light-induced avoided
crossing and theCIwith respect to the nonadiabatic dynamics of themolecule is demonstrated.
Second, we discuss the similarities and differences between the classical and the quantum field
description of the light for the studied scenario.

The dynamics initiated in amolecule by absorbing a photon is often described in the Born–Oppenheimer (BO)
or adiabatic approximation [1], where the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom are treated separately.
However, in somenuclear configurations called conical intersections (CIs) themixing between the electronic
and nuclearmotions are very significant [2–6]. Owing to the strong nonadiabatic couplings (NACs) in the close
vicinity of these CIs the BO approximation breaks down. It is well-known that these CIs have a significant impact
on several important photo-dynamical processes, such as vision, photosynthesis,molecular electronics, and the
photochemistry ofDNA [7–11]. During the dynamics theCIs can serve as efficient decay channels for the
ultrafast transfer of the populations. In the followingwe call these CIs, which originate from thefield free
electronic structure, natural CIs.

Nonadiabatic effects can also appearwhenmolecules are exposed to resonant laser light. The electric field
can couple to two ormore electronic states of themolecule via the non-vanishing transition dipolemoment(s)
[12–15]. This results either in a light-induced avoided crossing (LIAC) or a light-induced conical intersection
(LICI) depending on howmany nuclear degrees of freedom are involved in the field induced process [16]. In case
of poly atomicmolecules a sufficient number of vibrational degrees of freedomare always present to span a two-
dimensional branching space (BS), which is indispensable to the formation of LICI. In the case of diatomics one
always has tofind a proper second degree of freedom (DOF)which can act as a dynamical variable to form aBS.
As themolecule rotates [17–19], the rotational angle between themolecular axis and the light polarization axis
can serve as themissingDOF for establishing the BS [20].

Nonadiabatic effects can arise in anoptical ormicrowave cavity aswell [21–25].Describing the photon-matter
interactionwith the tool of cavity quantumelectrodynamics is an emergingfield. It has been successfully
demonstrated both experimentally [26–32] and theoretically [33–49], that the quantizedphotonicmodedescription
of the electromagneticfield canprovide an alternative solution for studying adequately the light-molecule’s
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quantumcontrol problem. In this framework the nonadiabatic dynamics arises due to the strong coupling between
themolecular degrees of freedomand the photonicmodeof the radiationfieldwhich can alter themolecular levels
by controlling the dynamics of basic photophysical andphotochemical processes.

Inmost of the theoretical descriptions themolecules are treated via a reducednumber of degrees of freedomor
by some simplifiedmodels assuming two-level systems.Here, only one vibrationalmodewhich is strongly coupled
to the electronic andphotonic degrees of freedom is taken into account resulting in anew set of ‘cavity induced’or
‘polariton’ surfaces in themolecularHamiltonian [21–25]. These polariton surfaces can formCIsunder special
conditions [23]but arenot expected to cross eachother in general formingonly ‘avoided crossings’. This scenario
resembles a one-dimensional (1D), semi-classical treatment of the light-induced avoided crossingoccurring in the
nonadiabatic gas-phasemolecular dynamics. Recent studies of the time-dependent state population in theNaI
molecule have successfully demonstrated that the 1Dresults obtainedby the semi-classical approach [50] are fully
consistentwith the results obtained forNaI andquantized lightfield [24].

Adding anothermolecularDOF,which can either be a second vibrationalmode in case of poly atomics or
the rotational angle between themolecular axis and the polarization axes in the cavity, one can fully describe the
photon-induced quantumdynamics in the framework of quantumLICI. CIs can even be formed in diatomics
due to the availability of the two independent nuclear degrees of freedom,which are essential for forming a 2D
branching space. This picture can nowbe extended in a straightforwardway from the simplified 1Dmodel with a
secondmolecularmode to treat the rotational, vibrational, electronic and photonic degrees of freedomon an
equal footing. In the followingwe call the latter description the 2Ddescription.

By including themolecular rotation in the cavity treatment, recently we have investigated the field-dressed
rovibronic spectrumof diatomics in the framework of cavity quantum electrodynamics [51]. Incorporating the
concept of LICIswith the quantized radiationfield, similar impact on the adiabatic spectrumhas been found as
in the case of classical dressed situation [52].We have demonstrated that the ‘intensity borrowing’ effect can
cause a significant variation in the pattern of themolecular spectra irrespective of the origin of theCIs. It can be
either natural or light-induced and the latter can be created by classical or quantum light.

In the present workwe go further and investigate theoretically how the dynamics of the lithium fluoride
molecule, which already possesses a natural avoided crossing, is affected by quantum light-inducedCI. This
work complements previous theoretical investigations [24, 50], where only avoided crossings were created by
quantum light [24], but not CIs [50]. Herewe investigate the nonadiabatic quantumdynamics by incorporating
the concept of LICIswith the quantized radiationfield.

The aimof this letter is two-fold. First, wewould like to study the quantum light-induced nonadiabatic
dynamics of the LiFmolecule both in 1D and 2D frameworks to demonstrate the difference between the effects
of the radiationfield-induced avoided crossing (AC) andCI. The underlying dynamics ismainly governed by the
interplay between one of the quantum light-induced phenomena (either LIAC or LICI) and of the natural
avoided crossing which is present in thefield-freemolecule. Second, the similarities and the differences between
the classical and the cavity Fock radiationfield description of the light are investigated.We discuss for both the
LIAC and LICI towhat extent the different physical scenarios, amolecule in a laserfield and amolecule in a
cavity, show similar or different results.

The general formof theHamiltonian in the basis of the adiabatic potential energy surfacesΣ1 andΣ2 of LiF
can be given as
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Hereweassume the electric dipole approximation and that themolecule interactswith only a singlemodeof the
cavity. In equation (1), thefirst term represents the rovibrational kinetic energy of theLiFmoleculewithR and θ
being the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom, respectively.Mr is the reducedmass of the LiFmolecule,Lθ
is the angularmomentumoperator (withm=0fixed) and the 1 symbol represents the 2×2unitmatrix. The
second termcontains thefield-free adiabatic potential curves SV

1
and SV

2
(seefigure 1(a)). TheKfield-freeNAC
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, where τ(R) isfirst orderNAC term, shown in

figure 1(b). The third term in equation (1) represents theharmonicoscillator descriptionof the photonmodewith
the unit-less photondisplacement coordinate x.Hereωc is the cavitymode angular frequency. The last termof
equation (1)describes the interactionbetween themolecule and the quantizedfield.Hereχ is the cavity coupling
strength,whileμi andμij (i,j=Σ1,Σ2) are thepermanent and transitiondipoles, respectively. In the actual
calculationsÿωc=3.995 eV is takenwhich corresponds to the resonant coupling of theΣ1 andΣ2 states around
R=5 a.u. The coupling strengthχ ranges from0.0012 to 0.04 to simulatemoderate and strong coupling strengths.
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The initial wave packet at t=−10 fs is created from the product of the rovibrational ground state ofΣ1

located aroundR≈3 a.u. and one of the Fock states and is placed on the lower adiabatic potentialΣ1. The Fock
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The formof the time-dependentHamiltonian in the classical framework in the basis of the adiabatic states
Σ1 andΣ2 of LiF reads:
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In equation (2), thefirst term represents the vibrational and rotational kinetic energy (the same as in
equation (1)), while the second term contains thefield-free SV

1
and SV

2
potential curves and theKNACoperator.

Figure 1. (a)Bare groundΣ1 (black line) and excitedΣ2 (red line) electronic potential energy curves of the LiFmolecule. The initial
wave packet aroundR=3 a.u. is indicated by the gray linewhile the resonant coupling of the electronic states atR=5 a.u. is
indicated by the vertical blue arrow. (b)Transition dipolemoment (red line) and intrinsic nonadiabatic coupling (black line) functions
of theΣ1 andΣ2 electronic states. (c)Dressed states potential energy surfaces of the LiFmolecule representing the quantum light-
inducedCI for a cavity couplingχ=0.02 and a cavity resonance frequencyωc=0.146 8 a.u. The color code indicates the state
character in the terms of the bare states S + ñ∣ n, 11 and S ñ∣ n,2 . The LICI is located at θ=π/2.
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The third termof equation (2) describes the laser-molecule interaction in the dipole approximation.Here ε0 is
the amplitude of the electricfield,ωc is the angular frequency of the laser, f (t) is the envelope functionwhich is
set to unity during thewhole propagation (tfinal=1000fs).μi andμij (i, j=Σ1,Σ2) are the permanent and
transition dipoles, respectively. The actual value of the applied laser energywas set to ÿωc=3.995 eV, which
resonantly couples the electronic states atR=5 a.u., and the peak laser intensity ranges from I0=3×1011 to
3×1013 W cm−2.

In both the cavity and classical calculations a linearly polarized resonant pumppulse is applied to initiate the
dissociation dynamics. The formof this pumppulse is given as e w· ( ) · ( )t g tcospump pump where εpump is the

peak electric field strength,ωpump is the resonance angular frequency and = p( )( )g t cos t

T
2

p
(in the [−Tp/2,

Tp/2] time interval) is the envelope function. Applying a laser pulsewith a center frequency of ÿωpump=7 eV,
Tp=20 fs pulse duration, and Ipump= 4.8× 1013 W cm−2 peak intensity, 35%of the total population is excited
toΣ2. This wave packet then starts to oscillate and gradually dissociate onΣ1 via the AC and LICI or LIAC.

Themulti configurational time-dependentHartree (MCTDH)method [53, 54] has been applied to solve the
time-dependent Schrödinger-equation characterized by either equation (1) or (2). TheRDOFwas defined on a
sin-DVR (discrete variable representation) grid (NR basis elements forR=1.6–60 a.u.). The rotational DOF, θ,
was described byNθ Legendre-polynomials, q( )P cosl

m withm=0 and l=0, 1,K,Nθ−1. The photon
displacement coordinate xwas described byNxHermite-polynomials,Hn(x)with n=0,1,K,Nx−1. In the
MCTDHwave function representation, these primitive basis sets (ξ) are then used to construct the single particle
functions (f)whose time-dependent linear combinations form the total nuclear wave packet (ψ)
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The actual number of basis functions wereNR=1169,Nθ=271 andNx=100 for the vibrational,
rotational and photonmodes, respectively. The number of single particle functions for the threeDOFs and on
both theΣ1 andΣ2 electronic states were ranging from10 to 50. The values of nR=nθ and nxwere chosen
depending on the actual value of theχ cavity coupling strength and I0 peak laser intensity. In order tominimize
unwanted reflexions and transmissions caused by thefinite length of the R-grid, complex absorbing potentials
(CAP) have been employed at the last 10 a.u. of the grid. The total propagation timewas set to tfinal=1000 fs and
the state populations and dissociation rateswere calculated according to

y q y q= á ñ = S S( ) ( )∣ ( ( )P t R x t R x t i, , , , , , , 4i i i 1 2
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In equation (5),Θ is theHeaviside step function,RD=20 a.u. is the starting point of the dissociation region,
and−iW is the CAP. To calculate the potential energy, the dipolemoment, and theNAC curves of the LiF
molecule (figure 1(b)), the programpackagesMolpro [55]was used. These quantities were calculated at the
MRCI/CAS(6/12)/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory [56]. In particular, τ(R)has been computed byfinite differences
of theMRCI electronic wave functions. The number of active electrons andmolecular orbitals in the individual
irreducible representations of theC2v point groupwere A1 2/5, B1 2/3, B2 2/3, A2 0/1.

We start with the dynamics of the baremolecule (no cavity). Figures 2(a) and (b) show the time dependent
populations of both the ground and excited states. The length of the red interval in vertical direction denotes the
amount of the population in the excited states. The initial set up can be seen at t<−10 fs, when thewhole
population is on the ground state. Then a linearly polarized resonant pumppulse (the details of it are given in the
introduction) is applied to initiate the dissociation dynamics. Fromnowon all populationwill be related to the
onewhich is transferred to the upper states during the pumpprocess. Thewave packet of the transferred
population starts to oscillate on the excited state potential curve and reaches the avoided crossing at t≈80 fs.
Here about 80%of the population is transferred back to the ground state due to the intrinsicNAC. The area
colored in blue shows the amount of the population on the ground state, which begins to dissociate at t≈ 140 fs.
At t≈180 fs approximately 80%of the population dissociates (marked inwhite color) and does not showup
again in the dynamics. In the baremolecule theHamiltonians for 1D and 2D framework are effectively the same,
which results in identical dynamics. The bumpy structure on the curves at t≈800 fs denotes that thewave
packet has returned to the avoided crossing region.

By switching on the cavity coupling between the photonic and themolecular degrees of freedom, the
quantum light-induced nonadiabaticity now competes with the intrinsic one. In the 1D calculations only the
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vibrationalmolecularDOFmixeswith the photonicmode and the electronic states, creating an avoided crossing
between the polariton states. In the 2D scheme both the rotational and vibrationalmodes are accounted for and
a LICI can be formed even for a diatomicmolecule.We begin by investigating the vacuum state of the cavity
mode (n=0).We performed 1D and 2D calculations for several values of the cavity coupling and the results of
the calculation are shown infigure 2. It can be seen thatwith increasing coupling strengthχ the 1D and 2D
results increasingly deviate from each other and the impact of the LICI becomesmore prominent. For a coupling
parameter of (χ=0.02) large amplitude oscillations can be observed between the electronic surfaces both in the
1D and 2Dpopulations. This is due to the increased splitting at the LIACor LICI for larger coupling strengths
creating decoupled dressed state surfaces [21, 23]. However, at the largest coupling parameter (χ=0.04), owing
to the different shapes of the upper polaritonic surface in different directions, the period of this oscillation
strongly depends on themolecular orientationwhich—after a few periods—leads to awash out of the
fingerprints of the oscillation from the total populations depicted in thefigure. The dissociation itself is less
suppressed in the cavity LICI picture than in the case of the quantum light-induced avoided crossing. This is
clear evidence that in the cavity the bond hardening effect [57] is less efficient in 2D than in 1D. That is, even
when the quantized radiationfield couples to themolecular degrees of freedom, the ultrafast decay channel
created by the LICI ismore efficient with respect to the fast population transfer than the avoided crossing.
Although the time evolution of the quantumdynamics is determined by the interplay between the radiation-
field induced and intrinsic nonadiabaticity, at sufficiently strong coupling region the quantumLICI dominates

Figure 2.Population of the ground and excited electronic states as a function of time computed in 1D and 2D. Panels on the left-hand
side (a)–(g) show the 1D results, while those on the right-hand side (b)–(h) depict the 2D results for a given cavity coupling strength;
from top to bottomχ=0,χ=0.005,χ=0.02 andχ=0.04. The blue and red areas correspond to the population of theΣ1 and the
Σ2 states, respectively. Thewhite regions show the ground state population being in the dissociation region (R>20 a.u.). In all the
panels the Fock vacuum state (n=0) is considered as an initial state along the cavitymode.
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the process. Similar effects have been found for natural avoided crossings, natural CIs, and for LIACs and LICIs
induced by classical lightfield. In this workwe have demonstrated the dynamics of quantum light-induced
avoided crossings and quantum light-inducedCIs for the first time.

To better understand the differences between the 1D and 2D results, we compare the dissociation rates for
different photon number of Fock states (n=0, 5, and 10) infigure 3. Again, the dissociation rate in the bare
molecule (χ=0) is the same in 1D and 2D.However, for the vacuumFock state (n=0) aminor difference
between the two schemes can be recognized. The structure of the dissociation curves is similar but the effect, that
the dissociation ismore efficient in 2D, can already be seen here. The efficiency of LICI is increasing compared to
the 1Dmodel whenwe use Fock states with n=5 and n=10 as an initial condition. Increasing the photon
number of the initial state the dissociation rate of the 2Dmodel less supressed than that of the 1Done. The decay
channel provided by the quantumLICI ismore efficient for transferring the population to the lower polaritonic
state, which leads to higher dissociation rates. The effect is similar towhat we experience in the case of increasing
coupling strengths. Namely, the increasing photon number provides an increasing coupling strength, which is
enhanced by +n 1 , leading to amore efficient LICI. The rotation of themolecule starts slowly, therefore up to
t=220 fs the 1D and 2D curves are practically the same for all the studied photon number states.We now
discussfigure 3(b)wherewe see two crossings between the n=5 and n=10 dissociation curves. Because the
bond hardening effect is stronger for n=10, evidently the dissociation starts slower. At t=330 fs the effect of
rotation suddenly becomes apparent resulting in crossings in the 2D curves (for n=5 and 10). Between the
period of t=350 fs and t=850 fs the rotation already plays an important role in amplifying the effect of the
LICI. This effect is particularly pronounced for n=10.

To gainmore insight into this phenomenawe have analyzed the two dimensional wave packet density
functions y qS∣ ( )∣R t, , ,21 y qS∣ ( )∣R t, , ,22 y qS∣ ( )∣x t, , 21 , y qS∣ ( )∣x t, , 22 and found that the n=5 and n=10
Fock states differ significantly from the n=0 vacuum.Namely, amuch stronger alignment and bond hardening
effect can be realized in the Fock space including photons than in the case of a vacuumwhich then strongly
suppresses the dissociation rate. At weaker coupling strengths the dissociation rates obtained by the LICI and
LIAC aremore or less similar, independently from the photon number of the Fock states, while in the stronger
coupling regime the LICI provides a significantly larger amount of dissociation rate. In the case of quantum light
themolecular degrees of freedom interact directly with the photonic degrees of freedomand canmodify the state
of the lightfield through stimulated emission. This is not possible with a classical description of lightfield.

Infigure 4we compare the results of the cavitymode for a photon number n=5with the classical
description as obtained from the 1D and 2D calculations. A similar comparison for the 1Dmodel, but for a
photon number n=0, has beenmade between the quantum light and classical results of theNa2molecule

Figure 3.Time-evolution of the ground state dissociation rate for the LiFmolecule considering different initial Fock states along the
cavitymode. 1D and 2D results are compared in panels (a) and (b), respectively for a given cavity coupling strength ofχ=0.02.
Besides the different photon number Fock states, thefield-free results are shown by themagenta curves.
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ground state population [50]. This is comparable to our earlier findings where independently from the applied
coupling strength practically no considerable difference has been found between the different 1D simulations. In
contrast, in the 2D calculations significant differences have been found in the dissociation rates when comparing
the classical and quantum lightmodel. At weaker coupling strengths the difference is not so prominent, but
becomesmore significant at stronger couplings. At really short time dynamics the LIAC and LICI behave
similarly but differ significantly at longer time scale.

In summary, we could show that the dynamical properties of diatomicmolecules can be stronglymodified
by quantized light in an optical cavity. By using the LiFmolecule as a showcase example, we demonstrated that
the LICI created by quantum light allows for amore efficient population transfer than a LIAC given a sufficiently
large coupling strength. The stronger the cavity coupling, themore prominent the effect. This difference can be
explained by the fact that the LICI retains a degeneracy between the dressed states even for large coupling
strengths. In contrast, the dressed state curves of the 1Dmodel become increasingly separated for larger coupling
strengths, which leads to a decreasedmixing between the nuclear degrees of freedom and the electron+ photon
degrees of freedom. In addition, for the case of LIAC a close similarity has been found between the classical and
the cavity radiation field description of the light for all the studied coupling strengths and Fock states.

A significant difference has been found between the dynamics governed by the quantumFock state and the
classical light description of the LICI in theHamiltonian. The stronger the coupling is, the larger difference
becomes between the dynamics of the LICI formed by quantumand classical light. By increasing the coupling
strength in the cavity description, the dissociation rate ismore andmore supressed compared to the classical 2D
calculation. It has also been realized that even in the quantumdescription of the LICI the photonswhich are
present in the Fock state (n=5 and n=10) can also play an important role comparing to the Fock vacuum
situation. The detailed dissection of the dynamics and the analysis of the interplay between photonic degrees and
molecular degrees of freedomwill be subject of a future study.

We note that there ismore potential for exploring quantumLICIs in poly atomicmolecules, covering a
larger class of chemically relevantmolecules. Here, the cavity induced nonadiabaticmolecular dynamics can be
studied in the absence ofmolecular rotations as they already provide the necessary number of vibrations to
formCIs.
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Figure 4.Comparison of the time-dependent ground-state dissociation rates of the LiFmoleculemodified by quantum and classical
laser light. The correspondence between the quantum and classical light results is demonstrated for two different intensities and cavity
coupling values. The 1D and 2Ddissociation rates are shown by the red and blue lines, respectively. Themagenta curves depict the
bare results.
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